
MEGAN Alana-Habib-Okoturo: 19 year old, born in England, 11
months before her sister Ellie. Her Mother is nigerian and her
Dad English. At their home in Manchester, Her dad walked on
them when she was 4 and never saw him again. Her mother became
depressed, angry and then abusif. When she was 14 their mother
hit them both. Ellie and Megan hid under their beds and Megan
saw the fear and hurt in Ellie’s eyes so Megan called the
police on their mother. This caused a rift in her and Ellie’s
relationship. They were horrible to each in their first foster
home so were separated and were sent to Bristol. Megan in her
2nd foster family by herself when she was 17 was very silent
and rude and was thrown out. She was taken in by a couple who
couldn't have kids and were kind and understanding of Megan so
she calmed down and became more relaxed. Megan found a bit of
peace upon meeting Claire at a strike then Jess before going
to 6th Form. Megan and Jess became rather close but Megan was
afraid of getting too close so she began putting on a persona.
She acted chilled out in public, sidelined almost everyone.
She also met a kid named Dennis in college and began trying to
help him out with his issues as a way to not deal with her
own. In college she grew into a popular figure as the person
who was chill and talked to everybody.
Megan, at home still very much alone but kept her mask on as
much as she can, She speaks her mind and has no filter. Ellie
still never spoke to Megan in College so Megan hid her
emotions by engaging anyone she could and got to know a lot of
people and became very aware of their problems. Megan has no
idea what to do with her life but she loves planning, she is
also not fused about relationships and has no real sexual
preference.
She wants to make a documentary about her parents' home town
in Nigeria.

We see Megan as this chill, outgoing cool person who is
supportive to everyone. Internally she is struggling to deal
with life without her sister and mother. She is bitter and
angry. She inadvertently uses Jess and Dennis as distractions
by trying to help them with their lives.


